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Abstract. For wireless channels, interference mitigation techniques are typically applied at the packet transmission level. In this paper,
we present the Havana framework which supports integrated adaptive-QoS in wireless packet networks by responding to impairments over
multiple time scales that are present at the flow/session level. The Havana framework is based on three different control mechanisms that
operate over distinct adaptation time scales. At the packet transmission time scale, a packet-based channel predictor determines whether
to transmit a packet or not depending on the state of the wireless channel. At the packet scheduling time scale, a compensator credits and
compensates flows that experience bad link quality. Over even longer time scales an adaptor regulates flows taking into account the ability
of wireless applications to adapt to changes in the available bandwidth and channel conditions. We present the design and implementation
of our framework and evaluate each of the proposed control mechanisms using the ns-2 simulator.
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1. Introduction

There has been considerable discussion in the mobile net-
working research community about the most suitable service
model for the delivery of mobile multimedia over wireless
packet networks. One school of thought believes that the ra-
dio can be simply engineered to provide hard-QoS assurances
(e.g., guaranteed delay or constant bit rate services) found
in wireline networks. While others argue that the wireless
link cannot be viewed in this manner because of the inher-
ent time varying environmental conditions evident in radio
communications (e.g., fading). In this case, wireless services
lend themselves to more adaptive QoS approaches [8] or bet-
ter than best-effort service paradigms [12].

In this paper, we take our lead from the adaptive camp and
propose the Havana framework for application and channel
dependent QoS control. Our approach incorporates adapta-
tion techniques for packet scheduling and application-level
rate control taking into account wireless channel conditions
and the ability of application level flows/sessions to adapt to
these conditions over multiple time scales. We argue that an
adaptive-QoS service paradigm is suitable for the delivery of
voice, video and data to mobile devices.

We introduce an integrated adaptive-QoS model founded
on the notion of exchanging state information between con-
trol mechanisms capable of responding to different time-
varying wireless characteristics. These mechanisms operate
over three distinct time scales and include a predictor, com-
pensator and adaptor. An arbitrator monitors the state of
each of these components coordinating their operation in an
integrated and systematic manner. Channel prediction allows
the arbitrator to defer transmission to mobile devices that are
experiencing time varying channel conditions (e.g., fading).
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Channel prediction, however, cannot compensate mobile de-
vices that have previously experienced “outages” due to poor
channel conditions. To address this issue the arbitrator inter-
works with a compensator to deliver enhanced throughput to
mobile devices. The compensator attempts to resolve any un-
fairness issues experienced by different spatially distributed
receivers and operates on the packet scheduling time scale.
When persistent fading conditions exceed the operational
range of the compensator, the arbitrator activates the adaptor
module to take further adaptive action. The adaptor is de-
signed to operate over even longer time scales than the com-
pensator taking into account application specific semantics
(e.g., packet priorities within a flow/session) in the case of se-
vere channel degradation or variations in available bandwidth.
Ideally the integrated adaptive-QoS model should be used in
conjunction with adaptive modulation/coding techniques and
other interference mitigation techniques (e.g., smart antennas,
multi-user detection, power control) in order to achieve opti-
mum performance from the application level to the physical
communication link.

In this paper, we present the design, implementation and
evaluation of the Havana framework which includes the pre-
dictor, compensator and adaptor modules operating over a
simulated wireless IP network supporting IEEE 802.11 last
hop wireless LANs. Results from this work are also applica-
ble to mobile ad hoc networks [7]. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 discusses previous work in the area
of channel prediction, compensation and adaptation. In sec-
tion 3, we present an overview of the Havana framework. We
describe the packet-based channel predictor and compensator
schemes in sections 4 and 5, respectively. In section 6, we dis-
cuss the adaptor mechanism that supports application-specific
adaptation policy. Following this, we present an evaluation of
the system and its components in an incremental fashion in
section 7. First, we analyze the performance of the predictor
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module in isolation. Next, we add the compensator module
to the predictor and show the benefits of compensating flows
under a variety of wireless channel conditions. Finally, we
add the adaptor module to the predictor and compensator and
show how the fully integrated QoS-adaptive system works
in unison to deliver application and channel dependent QoS
over wireless packet networks. We conclude in section 8 with
some final remarks.

2. Related work

Previous work in the area of channel prediction, compensa-
tion and adaptation have mainly focused on the performance
of individual mechanisms and their operation in isolation. In
contrast, we argue that an integrated view of the problem
must consider prediction, compensation and adaptation mech-
anisms working in unison in a “cut-through” manner. Such
an approach, we argue, may lead to more comprehensive so-
lutions to the delivery of media to mobile hosts over wireless
packet networks.

Much of the literature that discusses packet-based com-
pensation mechanisms capable of responding to fading con-
ditions assume either perfect prediction of the channel state
or some apriori knowledge of the channel behavior. In [1],
for example, fading periods are considered to last between
50 to 100 ms. Given this assumption, the scheduler defers
transmission to a mobile device for a period of 50–100 ms
when a fade occurs. In [4], the base station assumes it has
instantaneous knowledge of channel conditions. In [10] link
layer acknowledgments are used to determine if a packet is
received correctly or not. A packet exchange protocol that
uses Request-To-Send (RTS) and Clear-To-Send (CTS) as a
channel predictor is proposed in [6]; however, no evaluation
of the scheme is discussed. In this paper, we evaluate the use
of RTS-CTS as a channel predictor and show the limits of
such an approach.

A mechanism for compensation of flows in wireless net-
works is presented in [10]. Flows unable to transmit pack-
ets due to channel fading conditions are credited for future
transmissions when the link returns to a good state. This
strategy has the drawback that a flow coming out of a fading
condition will be instantaneously compensated in one oper-
ation. This raises a number of performance issues. Even if
the maximum compensation is bounded, it will introduce de-
lays for other flows having good link qualities. This problem
is resolved in [4] by limiting the amount of bandwidth that
“leading flows” (i.e., flows receiving more bandwidth than re-
quested) provide to “lagging flows” (i.e., flows receiving less
bandwidth than requested due to past fading conditions) as
part of the compensation strategy. In this paper, the compen-
sator limits the amount of one-time compensation. We do not,
however, couple the amount of compensation given to lagging
flows with “leading” bandwidth. Rather, we base our com-
pensation strategy on the availability of unused bandwidth in
the system and limit compensation given during periods of
high network load. Our scheme, therefore, does not maintain

state associate with “leading flows” to compute compensation
given to “lagging flows”. This results in a greatly simplified
compensator design. The compensator mechanism discussed
in this paper is based on Deficit Round Robin (DRR) [15], an
implementation of Fair Queuing which provides throughput
fairness among flows.

The adaptor mechanism proposed in this paper is capable
of operating on an end-to-end and wireless hop basis. The
end-to-end component is application specific and regulates
traffic at bottleneck wireless access points over the end-to-
end time scale. The other component of the adaptor is sim-
ilar to mechanisms such as Random Early Detection (RED)
[5] in the sense that the adaptor drops packets when there is
congestion due to packet loss triggered by bad channel con-
ditions. The main goal of RED is to maximize the utiliza-
tion of an output link shared by several flows. This differs
from the design of our adaptor, which attempts to maintain
buffer occupancy at a level that assures high priority pack-
ets (e.g., “In” traffic) can be forwarded with high probability
even when unexpected bad channel conditions or bursty data
are observed. The adaptor attempts to meet this goal with-
out dropping packets prematurely in order to achieve good
utilization across wireless links. In this respect, the adaptor
results in very similar behavior to RED with “In” and “Out”
priorities (RIO) [3].

We argue that the prediction, compensation and adaptation
mechanisms need to operate in an integrated and systematic
manner to meet the challenge of delivering real-time services
over wireless packet networks.

3. The Havana framework

Network dynamics found in wireless networks are the result
of several different system interactions operating over multi-
ple time scales. These time scales range from received signal
strength variations in the order of nanoseconds to deep fades
or variations in available bandwidth occurring anywhere be-
tween hundreds of milliseconds to minutes. It is well known
that several mechanisms such as modulation, forward error
correction, automatic repeat request (ARQ) and interleaving
are very useful in dealing with fast radio channel impairments
at the packet transmission level time scale. It is unclear, how-
ever, which mechanisms are the most appropriate when chan-
nel impairments become severe and go far beyond the oper-
ational range of these mechanisms. The integrated adaptive-
QoS model attempts to take this time-varying behavior into
account by operating over three distinct time scales in re-
sponse to wireless network dynamics.

Figure 1 illustrates the Havana framework that operates
at wireless access points and mobile devices. The wireless
network model assumes that gateway routers interconnect a
set of cellular access networks to the Internet, (e.g., as in the
case of Cellular IP access networks [2]). A cellular access
network comprises one or more forwarding nodes that can
be configured to provide access points to mobile hosts. The
main controller of the Havana framework is a central arbitra-
tor present at each wireless access point and wireless device,
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Figure 1. Havana framework.

as illustrated in figure 1. The access point model comprises
a data path, which includes a packet classifier, state depen-
dent packet scheduler and MAC, as illustrated in figure 1. In
addition to the data path, a control plane comprises a num-
ber of QoS control mechanisms that support the data path’s
buffering, packet processing and forwarding mechanisms. An
arbitrator coordinates and passes state information between
the predictor, compensator and adaptor. Before a packet can
be transmitted, the arbitrator requests the predictor to test the
state of the wireless link. Depending on the state of the chan-
nel, the arbitrator will either initiate the transmission of a
packet or arrange to buffer the packet and trigger the com-
pensator to “credit” the flow-state. When a flow’s buffer is
about to overflow, the arbitrator invokes the adaptor to con-
figure suitable filters in the adaptor to drop low priority pack-
ets. In what follows, we describe the operation of predictor,
compensator and adaptor.

4. The predictor

Channel prediction allows a transmitter to probe the state
of the wireless channel before transmitting a packet. If the
predictor detects that the channel is in a “bad” state then
the packet remains queued in the scheduler for later trans-
mission and the flow-state is “credited” accordingly. If the
channel is detected to be in a “good” state then a packet is
transmitted [6]. Channel prediction also allows for better uti-
lization of power resources in mobile devices because pack-
ets are transmitted only when channel conditions are good
avoiding costly retransmissions of corrupted packets. Previ-
ous work on channel prediction either assumes that the state
of the channel or the duration of bad link periods are known in
advance [4,6,10], as discussed in section 2. In practice, how-
ever, the state of wireless links cannot be entirely predicted in
advance.

To estimate the state of the channel, we have implemented
a simple handshake probing protocol based on the RTS/CTS
mechanism. Our channel predictor operates as follows. Be-
fore the start of each packet transmission to a mobile device
a short probing RTS packet is sent to the designated receiver.
The mobile device responds by sending a CTS packet as an

acknowledgment to the RTS. If the CTS packet is received
intact the state of the channel is assumed to be good. If, on
the other hand, the CTS is not received after a given timeout
then the channel state is considered to be bad. The assump-
tion is that the RTS or CTS could have been corrupted, lost or
incorrectly received because of degraded channel conditions
which manifest as increased bit errors and loss of signal at the
receiver.

In IEEE 802.11, RTS-CTS is used in the Distributed Con-
trol Function mode (DCF) to compensate for the hidden ter-
minal problem, which can lead to a very large number of colli-
sions for heavily loaded channels. However, even if RTS-CTS
fails because of channel errors, the transmitting mobile de-
vice always assumes the problem is a result of hidden termi-
nals and will back off before trying again. During the Point
Coordination Function (PCF) operation, the access point is
able to acquire the channel before any neighboring mobile
devices in the coverage area. Therefore, there is no need to
use RTS-CTS to prevent collisions in this instance. Rather,
any packet received in error in the PCF mode is unambigu-
ously the result of channel conditions. In our framework, the
predictor operates in the PCF mode to verify the state of the
channel. In the IEEE 802.11 PCF mode the access point al-
ways initiate transmission for both the downlink (transmit-
ting the packet) or uplink (polling a mobile device), allowing
RTS-CTS to be used for both downlink/uplink transmissions.

4.1. Analysis

In what follows, we use an analytical framework to investigate
the bounds and utility of the prediction approach described
above. A Markov model is used to model the good and bad
states of a wireless channel [16]. We assume that the trans-
mission of packets during good periods assures error free de-
livery. On the other hand, during a bad period we assume that
a transmitted packet will be received in error. This assump-
tion simplifies the analysis and is realistic for IEEE 801.11
where no Forward Error Correction (FEC) protection is ap-
plied to transmitted packets and only CRC is used [13]. The
transition between states occurs at discrete time instances ac-
cording to the transition rates. Rather than using a single set
of transition rates for a particular channel model, we analyzed
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Figure 2. Channel model and predictor scenarios.

Table 1
Event combinations for a transmitted DATA packet. Legend: 0, error-free;
1, error; *, timeout.

RTS 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 1
CTS 0 1 * 0 0 1 1 * *
Prediction 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1
DATA 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0
ACK 0 0 0 * 1 * 1 * 1
Transmission 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1

the performance of the channel predictor for a wide range of
rates.

Table 1 shows all the possible outcomes of RTS, CTS,
DATA and ACK event combinations for a single packet trans-
mission. Note that uplink analysis is similar but uses Request
to Receive (CTR) and Clear to Send (CTS). Any packet trans-
mitted can be received error-free (0) or in error (1). If both
RTS and CTS packets are received correctly, the state of the
channel is predicted as error-free, otherwise the channel is
predicted in error. Depending on the reception of the DATA
and the ACK packets the transmission is evaluated in the same
way as the predictor.

Figure 2 shows a typical two-state Markov model. More
formally, let 1/λ and 1/γ be the average time the channel is
in good and bad states, respectively. The transition matrix of
the Markov process is as follows [16]:

P =
(

P(0|0) P (1|0)

P (0|1) P (1|1)

)
=
(

1 − λ λ

γ 1 − γ

)
, (1)

with the steady state probability of the channel being in
bad/good state given by

π1 = λ

λ + γ
, π0 = 1 − π1. (2)

Initially at time T0 the process is in one of the states XT0

and at some time T1, the process jumps to the other state XT1 ,
and so on. If the process has just moved to state XTn = i

at time Tn, the time interval from Tn until the instance the

process moves to the other state, denoted by wn, is an expo-
nentially distributed random variable with parameter a, then

P = {Tn+1 − Tn > t|XTn = i} = P {wn > t} = e−at . (3)

Now let Tpred, Ttran and Tpred+tran be the time it takes to trans-
mit the predictor packets (RTS and CTS), the data packets
(DATA and ACK) and the whole sequence (RTS, CTS, DATA
and ACK), respectively. Before the transmission of CTS,
DATA and ACK packets in IEEE 802.11 the transmitter waits
for a Short-Inter-Frame-Space (SIFS) [13].

The probability that the channel predictor is correct, Ppred,
is equal to the probability that RTS, CTS, DATA and ACK
packets are received error-free plus the probability that pre-
dictor (RTS and CTS) and transmitted packets (DATA and
ACK) are received in error, as shown in table 1. Figure 2 il-
lustrates the four cases (1)–(4) in which prediction and trans-
mission outcomes are equal. Because the four cases are dis-
joint, the probability that channel prediction is correct equals
the sum of the probabilities for each case. If P i

pred repre-

sents case i in figure 2, then Ppred = ∑4
i=1 P i

pred. We sim-
plify the model by taking into consideration that at most, only
one channel state transition can occur during the transmission
of RTS and CTS packets. Channel state transitions that are
much smaller than RTS and CTS packets are considered to be
outside of the operational range of channel prediction, where
other techniques such as forward error correction and inter-
leaving are more appropriate.

Figure 2 scenario (1) illustrates the case where the channel
is in a good state at the beginning of an RTS and remains
in good state until the corresponding ACK is received. We
neglected the case when the channel changes from good to
bad and from bad to good during a SIFS interval, then using
equation (3),

P
(1)
pred = P {T1 − T0 > Tpred+tran; XT0 = good}, (4)

P
(1)
pred = P {T1 − T0 > Tpred+tran|XT0}P {XT0 = good}

= π0e−λtpred+tran . (5)
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Predictor packets (RTS-CTS or RTR-CTR) and data packets
(DATA-ACK) can be received in error in different ways, as
illustrated in figure 2 scenarios (2), (3) and (4). The sce-
nario (2) shown in figure 2 illustrates the case where the chan-
nel is in bad state at the beginning of the RTS and remains
in bad state at least until the beginning of the DATA packet.
Using a similar derivation to equation (5) but now with the
channel in a bad state at time zero gives

P
(2)
pred = P {T1 − T0 > Tpred; XT0 = bad}, (6)

P
(2)
pred = P {T1 − T0 > Tpred|XT0 = bad}P {XT0 = bad}

= π1e−γ Tpred . (7)

Scenario (3) shown in figure 2, illustrates the case where the
channel is in a good state at the beginning of the RTS (T0),
at time Tx the channel changes to a bad state before the CTS
is completely transmitted and it remains in a bad state until
the beginning of the transmission of the DATA packet. If w0
and w1 are the intervals the channel is in good and bad states,
respectively, then

P
(3)
pred =

∫ Tpred

T0

P {w1 > Tpred − Tx; w0 = Tx − T0} dtx (8)

P
(3)
pred =

∫ Tpred

T0

P {w1 > Tpred − Tx |w0 = Tx − T0}
×P {w0 = Tx − T0} dTx (9)

P
(3)
pred =

∫ Tpred

T0

(
1 − e−λTx

)(
e−γ (Tpred−Tx)

)
dTx. (10)

The final scenario (4), shown in figure 2, illustrates the
case where the channel is in a bad state at the beginning of
transmission of the RTS and at time tx changes to a good
state before the CTS is completely transmitted. Furthermore,
the channel returns back to a bad state before the correspond-
ing ACK is received. Following a similar formulation to sce-
nario (3) shown in figure 2, and assuming the channel is in a
bad state at time T0:

P
(4)
pred =

∫ Tpred

T0

P {w1 < Tpred+tran − Tx;
w0 = Tx − T0} dtx (11)

P
(4)
pred =

∫ Tpred

T0

P {w1 < Tpred+tran − Tx |w0 = Tx − T0}
×P {w0 = Tx − T0} dTx (12)

P
(4)
pred =

∫ Tpred

T0

(
1 − e−γTx

)(
1 − e−γ (Tpred+tran−Tx )) dTx. (13)

The RTS-CTS probe introduces a small overhead in the
protocol in the PCF mode. For mobile devices experienc-
ing continuous fading conditions, the predictor will provide
enhanced throughput. In contrast, mobile devices continu-
ously experiencing a good link will receive little benefit from
the use of the predictor channel probe. The downside of this
scheme is the overhead for sending the probe pair for each
data packet transmission. An enhancement to this approach is
to have a simple mechanism that turns the predictor off when

the channel has been in a good state for some time and then
turn it on only when a packet is observed to be erroneous.

Since the predictor avoids unwarranted retransmissions to
a receiver in a bad channel state, the channel’s throughput
is enhanced. In section 4, we present an evaluation of the
predictor mechanism. Channel prediction, however, does not
provide any compensation techniques for receivers which de-
ferred transmission in the past due to bad channel state condi-
tions [1]. Although receivers in a good state can benefit from
the deferred transmission of other receivers in bad states, they
are not typically compensated after the state of the deferred
receiver becomes good. Therefore, a mechanism to “credit”
and “compensate” flows/sessions becomes necessary.

5. The compensator

Our compensator uses a modified version of Deficit Round
Robin (DRR) [15] to “credit” and “compensate” flows in re-
sponse to potential unfairness experienced by mobile devices
due to different channel conditions. Transmission of data
packets using DRR is controlled by the use of a quantum (Q)
and a deficit counter (DC) [15]. The quantum accounts for
the quota of bytes given to each flow for transmission in each
round, whereas the deficit counter keeps track of the transmis-
sion credit history for each flow. A “round” is defined as the
process of visiting each of the queues in the scheduler once.
At the beginning of each round, a quantum is added to the
deficit counter for each flow. The scheduler visits each flow
comparing the size of the deficit counter with the size of the
packet at the head of the queue. As long as the packet size is
smaller than the deficit counter the packet will be transmitted
over the wireless link and the deficit counter reduced by the
packet size. When the packet size is greater than the deficit
counter the transmission of the packet is simply deferred. In
this case, the scheduler does not decrement the deficit value
in the flow-state table for the next round but simply moves to
the next flow in a round robin order. As long as the quan-
tum size is larger than the maximum packet size the system is
work-conserving [15].

In the case where the quantum size for all flows is the
same, an equal allocation of the wireless link is achieved.
Making the quantum size for some flows different leads to
Weighted Round Robin (WRR), which allows for a propor-
tional sharing of the wireless link according to the weights
given to each flow.

5.1. Operations

We modified the Deficit Round Robin algorithm by adding a
compensation counter (CC) that is maintained for each re-
ceiver. The compensator counter maintains the necessary
state information when the mobile device defers transmission.
For each round, αCCi additional bytes are allocated if the
compensation counter for flowi is positive, where α is a value
between 0 and 1. The value of α represents the fraction of the
compensation credit given to a flow in one round. Each time
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αCC bytes are consumed to compensate a flow its compen-
sation counter is decreased by the same amount. This action
compensates receiver sessions which were deferred in the pre-
vious rounds due to bad channel conditions. To this end, even
if the channel has estimated a bad channel state (hence, the
data packet is not transmitted), the deficit counter for the re-
ceiver is decreased by the quantum size. In return for this de-
crease, the compensation counter for the session is increased
by the quantum size. The actual compensation may vary be-
tween 0 and the quantum size according to the observed load
of the system.

The compensation process meets two goals. First, it deter-
mines how many bytes to credit a flow by after the predictor
observes a bad channel. Second, it determines what portion of
the credit is used for compensation of the flow in each round.

Considering the first goal, it is intuitive to credit Q bytes
every time transmission is deferred. When the network is
heavily loaded this is a good solution. However, when the
system is lightly loaded the rate at which the round robin
scheduler serves a flow is typically faster than the worst case
scenario of full network load. Crediting Q bytes at this rate
will over-credit lagging flows, leading to unfairness for newly
arriving flows over the long term. In this paper, we propose to
credit flows according to the load of the system providing less
credit in lightly loaded systems and a quantum size of credit
under heavily loaded conditions. More formally, if n flows
are registered with the central scheduler at the wireless access
point (each flowi with a weight Qi ), the load of the system is
defined as the ratio of the sum of Qi for active flows (QAct

i )
and G which represent the total capacity of the system in each
round. We consider an “active” flow to be one that has at least
one packet in the scheduler’s queue. The definition of G can
be considered arbitrary but has to be consistent. For example,
if G is set to 1000 and a particular flow receives a 15% share
of the wireless link the quantum size for the flow should be
set to 150. Let CCi (k) be the compensation counter for flow
i in round k then if flowi deferred transmission in round k the
compensation counter in round k + 1 will be:

CCi (k + 1) =




CCi (k) +
(∑n

j=1 QAct
j − Qi

(G − Qi)

)
Qi

if G > Qi,

CCi (k)

if G = Qi.

(14)

Only when G = ∑n
i=1 QAct

i is the system operating at full
load and the compensation given to flowi is equal to Qi .
When

∑n
i=1 QAct

i = Qi , only flowi is active resulting in
no compensation to avoid over crediting flowi , as previously
discussed.

In what follows, we analyze the second goal discussed
above related to how many bytes of credit should be used for
compensation in a single round. It is desirable to compen-
sate a flow that is behind schedule as soon as possible due to
the potential real time requirements of a flow. This calls for
adding CC bytes to DC in one round no matter what the size
of CC. The problem with this approach is that the latency

for flows is likely to be sensitive to the amount of compensa-
tion that is given to each flow in each round especially during
loaded periods. In order to attempt to bound the latency it is
necessary to bound the maximum compensation that a flow
is given in a single round. Similar to the approach discussed
in [4], we bound the maximum amount of bytes flowi can
transmit in one round to a constant parameter DCmax

i even
under loaded conditions.

Let
∑n

i=1 Q+
i be the sum of the quantum for flows having

positive compensation counters (e.g., Q+
i = 0 if CCi = 0 and

Q+
i = Qi if CCi > 0), then the number of bytes available for

the compensation to flowi in one round is given by

αCCi = min

[
max

[(
Q+

i∑n
j=1 Q+

j

)(
G −

n∑
j=1

QAct
j

)
,

DCmax
i − Qi

]
, CCi

]
. (15)

The first term inside the brackets in equation (15) accounts
for the compensation in the case where unused bandwidth is
available. This is obtained by computing the available band-
width and the weighted portion of bandwidth that corresponds
to each flow with a positive CC. The second term in equa-
tion (15) (DCmax

i − Qi ), accounts for the minimum compen-
sation given to a flow in one round in case where the system
is heavily loaded and there is no unused bandwidth available.
In both cases the amount of compensation given to flowi is
bounded by CCi .

An illustration of the operation of the compensator is
shown in figure 3. The figure shows a snapshot of the sched-
uler at the beginning of a round and after the quantum and
compensation bytes have been added. The scenario shows
three active flows associated with three different mobile de-
vices with the sum of the allocated rates equal to the system
capacity (i.e., the system is fully loaded). In this example,
DCmax

i = 2Qi for each flowi . Figure 3(b) illustrates the state
of the scheduler at the end of the first round. The follow-
ing events take place during the round: (i) channel prediction
for flow1 detects a bad channel and the scheduler defers the
transmission of the packet, updates the compensation counter
by the quantum size and reduces the deficit counter by the
same amount; (ii) prediction for flow2 indicates a good chan-
nel so the scheduler transmits the packet reducing the deficit
counter by the packet size which is a normal weighted round
robin operation; and finally (iii) prediction for flow3 indicates
a good channel, so two packets are transmitted and the deficit
counter is decreased by the packet size. Figure 3(c) illustrates
the state of the scheduler at the beginning of the next round
when Qi plus αCCi bytes are added to the deficit counter for
each flow i if the compensation counter is positive. Note that
only a portion of CC for flow1 and flow3 is added to their
deficit counter so that DCi � DCmax

i .
The choice of DCmax is a design parameter. Choosing

a small DCmax will reduce the latency bound but increase
a flow’s compensation time. In contrast, choosing a large
DCmax increases the latency bound during periods of heavy
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. An illustration of the compensator operation. (a) Beginning of
round k. (b) End of round k. (c) Beginning of round k + 1.

load but decreases the compensation time. Since only a frac-
tion of CC is used for compensation, CC can become large
without affecting the latency bound of flows in the system.
Because of this observation we do not limit the maximum size
of the compensation counter.

5.2. Delay analysis

The latency bound provided by WRR is given by
∑n

i=1 Qi/C

[15], where C represents the transmission speed of the wire-
less LAN when n flows are being serviced by the scheduler.
This equation is valid only when the quantum size is greater
than the maximum packet length, which is a necessary condi-
tion in DRR to make the system work-conserving. Otherwise,
Qi should be replaced by the maximum packet size. We can
interpret from this equation that a small packet arriving at the
head of a queue can be delayed by a quantum size due to other
flows in the scheduler. In this case, the quantum size could be
greater than the default size (Q) when compensation bytes
are added to the deficit counter; therefore, the latency bound
is given by

LatencyBound =
∑n

i=1 DCmax
i

C
. (16)

This equation does not take into account the time taken for
the RTS-CTS packet exchange. This delay is approximately
3 ms for an IEEE 802.11 radio operating at 2 Mbps. For small
packets this delay can generate a large overhead. The value
of DCmax represents the maximum amount of bytes that flows
can transmit in one round. Therefore, DCmax determines the
time required to fully compensate a flow as well as the worst
case latency bound. This latency bound does not represent the
worst case packet delay but the worst-case channel prediction
delay. Clearly the scheduler has little control over how long
the channel remains in a bad state. The scheduler can, how-
ever, bound the time taken between channel predictions for
each flow.

If the channel is in a bad state and the transmission of a
packet is deferred, then system should attempt to probe the
channel as soon as possible. Experimental results show [1],
however, that fading periods are usually correlated. There-
fore, waiting some time before testing the channel may be
intuitive. On the other hand, waiting too long to test the
channel may lead to poor performance because the scheduler
may miss periods in which the channel is good and capable
of transmission and delivery of packets. The fact that DRR
visits flows at discrete times (once every round) complements
the probing time of the predictor. Determining the optimal in-
terval and channel probing period during channel fades is an
open research issue that is dependent on how well the dura-
tion of bad periods can be accurately estimated.

5.3. Fairness

The fairness property of DRR is analyzed in [15]. The com-
pensator achieves fairness even in the presence of channel
fading. In what follows, we discuss the fairness properties
of the compensator under full network load assumptions. Us-
ing the same nomenclature as [15], let DCi (k) and CCi (k)

be the value of the deficit counter and compensation counter,
respectively, for flowi at the end of round k. Let bytesi (k)

be the bytes sent by flowi in round k, and let senti (k) be
the sum of bytes sent by flowi in rounds 1 through k, clearly
senti,K = ∑K

k=1 bytesi (k). Based on the protocol description
the next equation follows:

bytesi (k) + DCi (k) + CCi (k)

= Qi + DCi (k − 1) + CCi (k − 1). (17)

In order to prove fairness for the compensator, we must first
consider a scenario when the mobile device first defers sched-
uled transmission due to bad channel prediction in some
rounds and then when the channel is predicted to be in a good
state and compensation is provided to the mobile device. Let
us now assume that DCi,0 = CCi,0 = 0 as the initial condi-
tions for round 1 letting the predictor diagnose a bad channel
state for the next N rounds. The fact that the mobile device
defers transmission for rounds k = 1 through k = N implies
that senti,N = 0. It follows immediately that

DCi (k + 1) = DCi (k) = DCmax
i − Qi, 1 � k � N. (18)
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Using this result in equation (17) we get

CCi (k + 1) = Qi + CCi (k), 1 � k � N. (19)

Now let us assume that the predictor diagnoses a good chan-
nel state for rounds k = N +1. In this case, the mobile device
transmits packets and will be compensated for the previous
rounds it deferred transmission. Then the amount of bytes of
compensation given in one round is

CCi (k−1)−CCi (k) = (
DCmax

i −Qi−DCi (k−1)
)
, k > N.

(20)
Since DCi (k − 1) = DCmax

i − bytespred
i (k − 1), equation (20)

can also be written as

CCi (k−1)−CCi (k) = bytespred
i (k−1)−Qi, k > N, (21)

where bytespred shows the dependency of the number of bytes
transmitted successfully based on the accuracy of the predic-
tion (e.g., bytespred = 0 if the packet is corrupted by chan-
nel errors not detected by the predictor). Since conditions at
round N are CCi (N) = NQ and DCi (N) = DCmax

i − Qi , we
get

CCi (k) = kDCmax
i − bytespred

i (k) − · · · − bytespred
i (N),

k > N, (22)

or

CCi (k) = kDCmax
i − sentpred

i (k), k > N. (23)

Clearly, compensation of flowi will occur as long as CCi (k)

remains positive and will stop when equal to zero. The ideal
number of bytes allocated to flow i in WRR after k rounds
under normal conditions (i.e., persistently good channel) is
senti (k) = kQi [15]. Subtracting this from equation (23),
it follows that as soon as CCi (k) equals zero, a flow reaches
its ideal bandwidth allocation (e.g., the flow has been fully
compensated). The mobile device can only transmit after
round N when the channel is predicted in a good state. Since
bytespred

i (k) is always smaller than DCmax
i , then as long as

DCmax
i > Qi a flow will reach its bandwidth allocation. The

main implication of this analysis, is that even if the mobile
device goes into a deep fade, as long as the channel becomes
good in the future fairness can be reached.

Fairness in practical situations does not hold when channel
prediction fails because packets are transmitted and corrupted
by channel errors not anticipated by the predictor. In this situ-
ation, the accuracy of the predictor plays an important role in
our integrated adaptive-QoS system. The fairness properties
of the compensator assume that the buffer space is infinite and
packets can be buffered indefinitely. Buffer space is, however,
a finite resource. If bad channel periods persist then buffers
build up and arriving packets may be dropped. Therefore, an
adaptation mechanism that can respond to these conditions
over longer time scales than discussed previously becomes
important.

6. The adaptor

The final component of the Havana framework exploits the
ability of applications to adapt to channel dependent condi-
tions or variations in available bandwidth over longer time
scales. The adaptor includes two components that support the
notion of adaptive wireless services; these are:

(1) a buffer controller, which operates over the wireless hop;
and

(2) a regulator, which operates on an end-to-end basis.

The buffer controller responds to adverse network con-
ditions by dropping low priority packets while the regula-
tor performs end-to-end rate control over longer time scales
if adverse network conditions persist. The buffer controller
and regulator work in unison to deliver adaptive wireless ser-
vices to mobile devices. The regulator assumes that there is
a buffer controller at the access point (as illustrated in fig-
ure 4(a)) which responds to severe network conditions experi-
enced over the wireless hop. Conversely, the buffer controller
assumes that there is a regulator operating on an end-to-end
basis that maintains low buffer occupancy rates at wireless
access points.

The Havana framework supports the delivery of adaptive
wireless services to mobile devices that require minimum
and maximum bandwidth assurances. Adaptive wireless ser-
vices are regulated by the buffer controller and end-to-end
regulator and attempt to keep service semantics meaningful
to the user during periods of changes in channel conditions
or available bandwidth. Minimum bandwidth provides sup-
port for a base-QoS whereas maximum bandwidth supports
enhanced-QoS.

Adaptive wireless services provide preferential delivery
of base-QoS when the channel conditions degrade, and
enhanced-QoS, when additional bandwidth becomes avail-
able or as channel conditions improve. The buffer controller
is responsible for dropping packets in response to these con-
ditions. Different priorities are represented using a priority
field in the IP packets associated with a flow. A signaling
protocol based on INSIGNIA [9] is used to establish adaptive
wireless services on an end-to-end basis and also to report the
measured receiver’s QoS to the source node. Both base and
enhanced-QoS require admission control to establish adaptive
wireless services. The adaptor can also be used to provide
power-aware QoS depending on the local power reserves of
wireless devices. In this respect, the base station may filter
enhanced-QoS packets when the power resources of the re-
ceiver mobile device are getting low.

Many existing transport protocols (e.g., TCP) are not well
suited to delivering multimedia over existing IP networks. In
contrast, UDP is more suited to this task but lacks any adap-
tation capability. RTP [14] does, however, support adaptation
mechanisms allowing applications to regulate and respond to
observed network conditions (e.g., jitter and bandwidth avail-
ability). Using end-to-end regulation in this manner limits
the likelihood of persistent high buffer occupancy rates for
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(a) (b)

Figure 4. Adaptor model. (a) Wireless access network. (b) Adaptor scenarios.

queues maintained at the wireless access point during peri-
ods of channel or bandwidth degradation. The end-to-end
regulator responds to degradation over longer time scales by
regulating source traffic to match it to the bottleneck band-
width experienced at the wireless access point. Typically, this
timescale is at least a round trip period.

Enhanced-QoS packets are dropped before base-QoS pack-
ets in the case of congestion or persistent poor channel condi-
tions. In the Havana framework, the buffer controller supports
this operation by partitioning per mobile device buffers in the
wireless access point into normal and adaptation regions, as
illustrated in figure 4(b):

• Normal region. During normal operations the buffer occu-
pancy is likely to be small when the channel is in a good
state. The lowest position for the drop mark is delimited
by a “lower” bound, as illustrated in figure 4(b).

• Adaptation region. When severe channel degradation per-
sists, the buffer occupancy can reach high levels. In this
case, the controller may be forced to drop packets to main-
tain service semantics. The adaptor sets “drop marks” in
the adaptation region in per mobile device buffers. When
the buffer occupancy goes above these drop marks, the ar-
bitrator notifies the adaptor which configures suitable fil-
ters in the packet classifier to drop low priority packets
(e.g., enhanced-QoS packets), as illustrated in figure 4(b).

Several access point buffering scenarios are illustrated in
figure 4(b). In the figure, two adaptive flows are supported by
per-mobile queues with all best effort traffic aggregated into
a single best effort queue. Flow 1 in figure 4(b) illustrates the
case where a flow consists of three different priorities. This
could represent a video flow that comprises a base layer and
two enhancement layers. Flow 2 has two priorities, as indi-
cated in figure 4(b). This could represent a web session with
base text information and enhanced picture quality or audio
and video multiplexed into a single end-to-end session.

The optimal position of the drop marks in per mobile
buffers depends on the acceptable buffer occupancy. Assum-
ing a regulator operates on an end-to-end basis (e.g., TCP

flow control or RTP rate control), we expect the source to
match its rate to the available bandwidth at the wireless ac-
cess point. When the predictor is operational, the average
number of packets in the buffer will increase as the length
of fade periods increase. If the average buffer occupancy is
small the drop mark should be correspondingly large. This
allows the wireless link to operate at relatively high utiliza-
tion without dropping packets. When the buffer overflows
periodically, the drop mark should be set small. This allows
the buffer controller to drop low priority packets at the earli-
est opportunity saving buffer space for high priority packets
in case of persistently bad network conditions.

7. Evaluation

In this section, we provide an evaluation of the Havana frame-
work, which is implemented using the ns-2 simulator [11].
We present the evaluation of the Havana system and its com-
ponents in an incremental manner. First, we analyze the per-
formance of the predictor module in isolation from all other
components. Next, we add the compensator module to the
predictor and show the benefits of the compensation scheme
to credit and compensate flows under a variety of wireless
channel conditions. Finally, we add the adaptor to the pre-
dictor and compensator and show how the composite Havana
system works in unison to deliver application and channel de-
pendent QoS in wireless packet networks.

7.1. Channel prediction

Two main factors govern the accuracy of the channel predic-
tor: (i) the packet size influences accuracy (e.g., channel pre-
diction for small packets is typically more accurate in com-
parison to larger packets); and (ii) the rate at which the ra-
dio channel changes between good and bad state. In what
follows, we analyze a single wireless hop between an access
point and several mobile devices based on IEEE 802.11 oper-
ating at 2 Mbps. The IEEE 802.11 code suite [11] was modi-
fied for the predictor to operate in the PCF mode, as discussed
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Figure 5. Predictor accuracy versus packet size.

in section 3.1. Each mobile device receives a constant bit rate
stream with the same packet size used for all flows. A two-
state Markov model is used to model the good and bad state
transitions of the wireless channel. Even if the state of the
channel is predicted in error, we continue with the transmis-
sion of data packets to verify the accuracy of the prediction.

Figure 5 shows simulation and analytical results for the
predictor scheme discussed in section 4.1 using packet sizes
of 800 and 40 bytes. RTS and CTS packets are 20 bytes in
length as defined by the IEEE 802.11 standard. Each point
on the x-axis represents different wireless channel conditions
(e.g., average duration of good and bad state periods) whereas
the y-axis shows the probability of making a good channel
prediction. We use bytes as a measure of holding times in fig-
ure 5 because it is easier to compare the holding times of good
and bad channel states with the size of the packet. Good chan-
nel holding times are 10 times longer than the bad channel
holding times. Each point in the figure represents an average
of approximately 1000 packet transmissions.

Figure 5 shows that analytical and simulation results
closely follow each other. We have divided figure 5 into three
different regions of interest:

Region I. Transitions between good and bad states occur at
very high frequency (e.g., every few bytes). In this case,
the RTS-CTS and DATA-ACK packets are corrupt due to
channel errors with very high probability resulting in ac-
curate channel prediction.

Region II. Transition between good and bad states becomes
similar to the packet transmission time scale causing the
accuracy of the predictor to decrease rapidly. This is
because the channel observed by the predictor packets
(RTS-CTS) and the channel observed by the data packets
(DATA-ACK) may be different leading to incorrect chan-
nel prediction.

Region III. Transitions between good and bad states are 2–3
orders of magnitude greater than the packet transmission
time scales; therefore RTS-CTS and DATA-ACK packets

Figure 6. Predictor accuracy versus good/bad state ratio.

will observe the same channel resulting in an accurate pre-
diction.

Figure 5 shows the evaluation of the predictor performance
for two different packet sizes. As indicated in the figure,
the accuracy of the predictor becomes less effective as the
packet size increases. The optimal transmission packet size
for wireless LANs (e.g., 1.5 Kbytes in IEEE 802.11) is rela-
tively large. For communication systems where large packets
are commonplace this will inevitably lead to an increase in
the uncertainty of channel prediction algorithms.

Figure 6 shows simulation results for channel prediction
for a packet size of 800 bytes and three different good/bad
channel state ratios (viz. 10/1, 1/1, 1/10). Each point in this
figure represents an average of 1000 packet transmissions.
When the channel ratio is high (e.g., 10/1) the accuracy of
the predictor diminishes because bad channel periods corrupt
either RTS-CTS or DATA-ACK set of packets but not both
of them leading to poor channel prediction. When the chan-
nel ratio is small (e.g., 1/10), bad channel periods are likely
to corrupt both RTS-CTS and DATA-ACK packets leading to
good channel prediction.

We observed from figures 5 and 6 that the accuracy of
the predictor drops off as the channel state transitions be-
come similar to the packet transmission time scales. Other
channel-mitigation techniques (e.g., forward error correction,
interleaving, etc.) may, however, improve the accuracy of pre-
diction for fading transitions at the packet transmission time
scale.

7.2. Predictor and compensator

In what follows, we show the throughput achieved by mo-
bile devices when combining the predictor and compensator
mechanisms under the same channel conditions. We then
compare the throughput for a wide range of channel condi-
tions and establish boundary conditions on the performance
of the predictor and compensator modules.
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Figure 7. Throughput performance using prediction and compensation.

Using our ns-2 implementation for the predictor and com-
pensator we simulate a single wireless LAN with ten active
mobile devices to highlight the benefit of using the predic-
tor and the compensator modules. Two of the mobile de-
vices receive adaptive wireless service with a base-QoS of
500 Kbps with the packet size set to 500 bytes. The remain-
ing mobile devices establish TCP sessions as background
traffic consuming best-effort bandwidth. In this experiment,
the WRR scheduler is configured to support the appropriate
weights using an in-band signaling protocol for session es-
tablishment [9]. The average holding times in good and bad
states are set to 20,000 bytes and 8,000 bytes, respectively1.
These holding times represent a challenging environment to
test the operation of the compensator. For the selected transi-
tion rates the predictor has an accuracy above 95%, as shown
in figure 6. If the channel is predicted in error, transmission is
deferred and transmission for the next flow/session is carried
out, as described in section 5. In this example, DCmax = 2Q,
which results in the maximum amount of compensation bytes
given to a flow in one round being twice the quantum size
for that flow. Figure 7 shows throughput traces for one of
the 500 Kbps flows under three different system configura-
tions:

(1) the scheduler alone;

(2) the scheduler with the predictor; and

(3) the scheduler, predictor and compensator.

Through incrementally adding each module of the com-
posite experimental system we can clearly evaluate the benefit
of each module on the overall performance of the system. As
shown in figure 7, when the standard WRR scheduler is used
in isolation (i.e., without prediction and compensation) the
effects of channel errors greatly diminish throughput. When
the predictor is added to the system the throughput to mobile

1 Dividing the value in bytes on the x-axis in figure 6 by 2 Mbps will provide
the equivalent holding time in seconds.

Figure 8. Throughput performance.

devices improves but does not reach the requested bandwidth
of 500 Kbps, as illustrated in figure 7. The final configuration
considers the predictor and compensator working in unison
with the scheduler. The arbitrator detects bad channel con-
ditions efficiently, deferring transmission and compensating
flows when the link degrades and improves, respectively. In
this case, the predictor and compensator deliver the requested
500 Kbps throughput to the mobile device, as illustrated in
figure 7.

Figure 8 compares the throughput achieved for a wide
range of wireless channel conditions under finite/infinite
buffer conditions. The channel ratio is set to 10/1 for this
experiment. Each point in the figure represents the average of
10 runs of the simulation. Three different system configura-
tions are considered:

(1) the scheduler alone;

(2) the scheduler with the predictor and compensator with in-
finite buffer space; and

(3) the scheduler with the predictor and compensator with
finite buffer space.

In the case of the final configuration, we configure the
buffer capacity for flows to accommodate a maximum of
10 packets only. In figure 8, we divided the graph into four
different regions of interest (viz. regions A, B, C, D):

Region A. Channel state transitions occur on a very fast time
scale with a resulting throughput of zero.

Region B. Channel state transitions are fast, however, good
state periods are long enough to allow the transmission of
packets. We observed from the results that the later two
configurations (2 and 3 above) perform as poorly as the
first configuration (1 above) due to the poor accuracy of
the predictor in this region.

Region C. Channel state transitions are 1–2 orders of mag-
nitude greater than the packet transmission time scales re-
sulting in very accurate prediction. However, the bad chan-
nel periods are not long enough to overflow the buffer in
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region C. As a result, the later two configurations (2 and 3
above) are observed to have similar performance, as illus-
trated in figure 8.

Region D. Duration of bad channel periods are 3–4 orders
of magnitude greater than the packet transmission time
scales resulting in buffer overflow. As a result, for a good
state holding time of 106 bytes the performance of the
first and last configurations (1 and 3 above) are similar.
In this experiment, the arbitrator makes no distinction be-
tween packets dropped. Region D in figure 8 represents
the operational range over which the adaptor can provide
enhanced-QoS when applying selective dropping.

7.3. Predictor, compensator and adaptor

The final part of our evaluation considers the complete com-
posite system in operation. First, we analyze how buffer
provisioning affects the throughput achieved by mobile de-
vices in the presence of slow fading channel conditions. Next,
we simulate how throughput is affected by performing early
packet dropping for layered applications. We analyze both
buffer provisioning and early packet dropping issues under
channel conditions similar to region D in figure 8 where the
buffer occupancy is likely to experience overflow conditions.

7.3.1. Buffer provisioning
We simulate how buffer provisioning impacts the through-
put achieved by mobile devices using a single wireless LAN
where two mobile devices receive adaptive wireless services
with a base-QoS of 500 Kbps using the scheduler, predic-
tor, compensator, adaptor and arbitrator for a packet size of
375 bytes. The remaining mobile devices establish TCP ses-
sions as background traffic consuming best-effort bandwidth.
Figure 9 shows the normalized throughput achieved by one of
the mobile devices receiving an adaptive service for a buffer
size of 5, 10 and 30 packets, respectively. As shown in fig-
ure 9, the throughput of the mobile device increases as the
buffer capacity increases. This result is because the buffer is
able to hold more packets before experiencing overflow due
to persistent fading conditions. The down side of increasing
the buffer size is both the use of additional memory in base
stations and mobile devices as well as potentially increasing
end-to-end delays associated with larger buffer occupancies.
While the increase in buffer requirements can be leveraged
by sharing a common pool of memory among several flows
the delay issue remains. Real time applications may require
an upper bound on the buffer size to limit end-to-end delays
even if doing so reduces the overall throughput of a flow.

7.3.2. Early packet dropping
Now we analyze the impact of performing early packet drop-
ping for the case of flows containing two priorities. Results
of this experiment can be extended to flows containing mul-
tiple priorities. In this case, the arbitrator starts dropping
low priority packets (e.g., enhanced-QoS packets) after the
buffer occupancy surpasses a critical dropping mark. The
simulation settings are the same as in figure 9 with a constant

Figure 9. Adaptor: buffer provisioning impact on throughput.

Figure 10. Adaptor: drop mark impact on throughput.

buffer size of 30 packets except that now the flow under test
is composed of high and low priorities (e.g., base-QoS and
enhanced-QoS), each of which accounts for 50% of the total
flow rate. Figure 10 shows the normalized throughput of high
and low priority “subflows” where the dropping mark is posi-
tioned at 3 and 27 stored packets from the head of the flow’s
queue, respectively. Dropping low priority packets after 3 or
27 stored packets contrasts the operation of the adaptor for
early and late operations. As shown in figure 10, dropping
low priority packets late (e.g., when the drop mark is posi-
tioned at 27 stored packets) has little effect on the throughput
achieved by high and low priority subflows. In contrast, when
the arbitrator drops low priority packets early (e.g., when the
mark is positioned at 3 stored packets), the high priority sub-
flow achieves a better throughput but this is at the expense of
the throughput achieved by the low priority subflow.

The position of the drop mark also impacts the aggregated
throughput of a flow, when considering high plus low priority
subflows together. Figure 11 shows the the normalized ag-
gregate throughput for the same experiment as in figure 10
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Figure 11. Adaptor: drop mark impact on utilization.

for a drop mark positioned at 3 and 27 stored packets as well
as for the case where there is no packet dropping (e.g., the
drop mark is positioned at 30 stored packets). As shown in
figure 11, aggregated throughput decreases as the drop mark
is positioned near the head of the queue. This is the result of
the effect of dropping low priority packets early in situations
where fading conditions did not overflow the buffer.

Setting an optimum position for dropping marks is a diffi-
cult task because of the uncertainty of predicting future chan-
nel conditions on the flow/session time scale. Dropping low
priority packets early may increase the rate at which high pri-
ority packets are being delivered but this is at the expense
of lower flow throughput (e.g., less low priority packets are
transmitted). The weights (e.g., cost based on semantics) of
packets with different priorities can also be used to bias the
throughput of one priority subflow against another. For ex-
ample, a flow in which a low priority packet cannot be uti-
lized without the corresponding high priority packet being re-
ceived correctly may set the dropping mark earlier than later
to increase the probability that high priority packets will ar-
rive correctly.

In order to illustrate the effect of early packet dropping on
layered applications we show one example where we simu-
late a single wireless LAN with three mobile devices receiv-
ing continuous media services using the scheduler, predictor,
compensator, adaptor and arbitrator. Several mobile devices
establish TCP sessions as background traffic that consumes
best-effort bandwidth with these flows joining and leaving
the system during the course of the simulation. A contin-
uous media flow supports the delivery of video based on
a “True Lies” MPEG-2 video clip which delivers a multi-
resolution flow with two video layers of resolution. The base
layer (BL) represents the main profile of MPEG-2 requiring
200 Kbps as base-QoS and one enhancement layer (E1) re-
quiring 100 Kbps for enhanced-QoS. The average packet size
is 1000 bytes long while the size of the buffer is configured to
hold 30 packets and the drop mark is set after 5 stored packets.
For this experiment we choose transition rates for the Markov

Figure 12. Adaptor throughput: early dropping versus no dropping.

model to be 106 and 105 bytes for good and bad state, re-
spectively, where the buffer occupancy is likely to experience
overflow conditions.

Figure 12 shows the throughput trace for the video flow
for the case where early packet dropping is applied as well
as for the case where packet dropping takes place only after
overflow conditions (e.g., when no adaptor is used). When the
predictor, compensator and adaptor are present, the arbitrator
does not have to drop high priority packets (e.g., base-QoS
packets) except in the case of deep fades which happen at 17,
47 and 86 s into the trace. At 4, 26, 45, 68, 76, 98 s into the
trace early packet dropping allows the adaptor to store and
deliver base-QoS packets while this is not true for the case
when no adaptor is used at 4, 26, 76 and 98 s into the trace
when base-QoS packets are dropped.

Comparing the two traces shown in figure 12, we observed
that the non-adaptor trace achieves a higher throughput com-
pared with the adaptor configured trace during fading periods.
However, figure 12 does not fully convey the behavior of the
system because this observation alone does not provide the
complete picture. In fact disruption to video delivery occurs
only 3 times (at 16, 47 and 77 s into the trace) when early
packet dropping is used compared with 7 instances when no
early dropping takes place. Therefore, the adaptor is able
to maintain the minimum quality for a longer duration even
when the resulting throughput is smaller than a system where
no adaptor is configured.

7.4. Discussion

In what follows, we illustrate some scenarios showing how
different applications can customize the operation of predic-
tor, compensator and adaptor to suit specific requirements.
We split the adaptor module into two parts that accounts for
buffer provisioning and drop marks positioning. Table 2 il-
lustrates several scenarios for different applications. In these
examples, we assume that a regulator operates on an end-to-
end basis so any degradation in network conditions is mainly
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Table 2
Havana system component settings for some common applications.

Applications Predictor Compensator Adaptor

Buffer provisioning Early packet dropping

Data (one buffer per flow) ON optional A larger buffer increases the re-
silience of the flow in case of
deep fades.

NA

Data (several flows aggregated in
a single buffer)

ON optional A larger buffer allows for better
multiplexing of multiple sources.

Packets must be dropped if bad
channel conditions appear to
avoid the head-of-line blocking
problem.

Multi-priority data (one buffer
per flow)

ON optional A larger buffer increases the re-
silience of the flow in case of
deep fades.

Dropping marks should be set
according to flow semantics, as
discussed in section 6.

Multi-priority data (several flows
aggregated in a single buffer),
Similar to the DiffServ Assured
Service

ON optional A larger buffer allows a better
multiplexing of multiple sources.

Packet must be dropped if bad
channel conditions appear. How-
ever, drop marks can be set to
prevent buffer overflow in case
of bursty data.

Real time media with a single
priority (single buffer per flow)

ON ON Small-medium size buffer de-
pending of the maximum delay
requirements of the application.

NA

Multi-priority real-time media
(single buffer per flow)

ON ON Small-medium size buffer de-
pending of the maximum delay
requirements of the application.

Dropping marks should be set
according to flow semantics, as
discussed in section 7.3.

due to bad channel conditions. Early packet dropping is not
available (NA) for those applications with only one priority.
In this table we assume different flows corresponds to differ-
ent mobile devices.

8. Conclusion

In this paper, we have discussed the components of the Ha-
vana framework for wireless packet networks that include a
predictor, compensator and adaptor all governed by an arbi-
trator. We believe that the predictor, compensator and adaptor
mechanisms should work in unison rather than in isolation to
deliver adaptive wireless services. The implementation dis-
cussed in this paper is based on IEEE 802.11, however, the
ideas and results presented are broadly applicable to emerg-
ing wireless protocol that need to respond to QoS fluctuations
in a controlled manner.

Simulation results have been presented. The results indi-
cate that channel prediction accuracy diminishes quickly as
the packet transmission time scales increase and as the chan-
nel state transitions approximate the packet transmission time
scale. The impact of the accuracy of channel prediction on the
performance of the compensator was analyzed. Simulation
results indicate that the compensator is capable of achieving
fairness among flows in fading environments unless the chan-
nel predictor fails or buffer overflow occurs.

We have discussed the notion of application specific adap-
tation. The adaptor module exploits the ability of applications
to adapt to longer-average changes in available bandwidth as
well as shorter times scales changes such as channel degra-
dation when compensation alone would be inadequate. The
adaptor discussed in this paper attempts to keep the deliver

of packets semantically meaningful to applications by drop-
ping lower priority packets first in responses to degradation
in channel conditions and available bandwidth. Simulation
results indicate that an integrated approach governed by the
arbitrator and comprising the predictor, scheduler, compen-
sator and adaptor provide an effective approach to deliver-
ing application and channel dependent QoS in wireless packet
networks.
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